Evacuation Zones

- **ZONE A**: Includes all mobile homes, campsites, and other high-risk surge areas should be evacuated.
- **ZONE B**: Including Zone A should be evacuated.
- **ZONE C**: Including Zones A and B should be evacuated.
- **ZONE D**: Including Zones A, B, and C should be evacuated.
- **ZONE E**: Including Zones A, B, C, and D should be evacuated.

Military Installations

- **HURLBURT FIELD**
- **EGLIN AFB**

**Evacuation Information**

- **OKALOOSA COUNTY**: Contact Okaloosa County Emergency Management at (850)-651-7560 for additional information.
- **EGLIN AIR FORCE BASE**: Contact EGLIN Air Force Base EOC for base evacuation information. If on EGLIN call (850)-882-3173.
- **HURLBURT AIR FORCE BASE**: Contact Hurlburt EOC for base evacuation information. If on Hurlburt call (850)-884-1149.

**Map Projection**

Lambert Conformal Conic Projection
Stateplane: Florida North (0903)

**Public Record**

This map was created by Okaloosa County GIS and is in the public domain pursuant to Chapter 119, Florida Statutes.

**Disclaimer**

Okaloosa County hereby expressly disclaims any liability for errors or omissions in these maps, indices, or legends.